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From The President
Kim Shaklee, Brighton, CO
Summer is here and so much has taken place since
my last column. The Fellows met in Mystic, CT the
last day of April for their annual meeting and to jury
portfolio’s for Signature and Fellow Members.
We received many stellar submissions and I am
pleased to announce that 20 new Signature Members
were elected! Congratulations to Joey Blazek, Roger Dale Brown, Dale
Byhre, Priscilla Coote, Dee Beard Dean, Lisa Gleim, William Hobbs,
Kathleen Hudson, Joe Jackson III, Michelle Jung, Nam Soon Kim, Calvin
Liang, Lynn Mehta, Julia O’Malley-Keyes, Mary Pettis, James Rahn, Judy
Saltzman, Robert Simone, Brian Stewart, and Marilyn Wear!
The new jury system software was very user friendly for our members
who submitted this year, and equally easy to navigate for all of the Fellows
reviewing the work. The biggest problem that was incurred was simply
registering and getting a password! We look forward to expanding the
use of the system to include Regional exhibitions, the YMAS finals, annual
portfolio reviews and for the jurying the next National Exhibition.
We had a superb Regional exhibition for the West at Channel Islands
Maritime Museum in Oxnard, CA. Regional Representative Brent Jensen,
along with several other ASMA members and their spouses attended the
opening on May 11th. Many thanks to Kate Crouse and her staff for all of
their hard work and for hosting the exhibition! Thanks to Anne Brodie
Hill for her efforts in working with all of our ASMA members to help bring
this fruition, and to Nick Fox for creating a beautiful presentation of all the
accepted works for the ASMA website of the exhibition.
As I write, the 17th National Exhibition is getting ready to close at the
Quinlan Visual Arts Centre. Many thanks go out to Amanda McClure
and her staff for presenting a beautifully curated Exhibition as our hosts
for the 17th National Exhibition! We also thank Anne Brodie Hill and
Robert Semler for speaking at the opening reception on behalf of ASMA. I
received several notes about how beautiful everything looked. Anne and
her team of volunteers from the South are preparing to pack up the show
and oversee loading the truck at weeks end to travel on to the Minnesota
Marine Art Museum. Thank you Anne, Tom Nielsen, Debra Nadelhoffer,
and all of your spouses and other ASMA members for working so hard
for ASMA to make these exhibition transitions possible. For those of you
who have never been involved in packing up a national show like this, you
cannot imagine the amount of painstaking effort these individuals make to
assure everyone’s artwork arrives safely to the next venue!
The Board and Fellows are getting all geared up for the 2nd National
Marine Art Conference in Mystic, CT which is just around the corner. This
year, the conference will allow artists more time to be together in a relaxed
atmosphere, with easy access to great subject matter for plein air painting,
and socializing together. All of the rooms at our host hotel (the Inn at
Mystic) were filled early, and we were extremely lucky to secure another
block of rooms at Hyatt Place for several members as well. If you still have
not booked a room, you need to make your plans immediately. See you all
in Mystic!
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A Word About
The American Society of
Marine Artists
The American Society of Marine Artists is a
non-profit organization whose purpose is to
recognize and promote marine art and maritime
history. We seek to encourage cooperation
among artists, historians, marine enthusiasts
and others engaged in activities relating to
marine art and maritime history. Since its
founding in 1978, the Society has brought
together some of America’s most talented
contemporary artists in the marine art field.
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Assorted Scuttlebutt
Robert Semler

robert@rcsemlerart.com

Greetings again to all. I trust your
Summer is going well and that there
will be lots of new art created. Mine
are all done in studio here in Florida.
I can recall making the mistake when
I first moved here of scheduling a plein air marine course out
of doors, through our Art Center. First and last time. The poor
students watercolor seemed to dry on the brush before it even
hit the paper, and the oils were running all over the place. 'Ya
gotta love Florida, which I do, but only in an air conditioned
studio for my work.
So, this is the last issue of the ASMA News & Journal before
our 2nd Annual Marine Art Conference in Mystic. I'm sure
by now the rooms have all been booked that we were able to
negotiate. However, you will find the entire schedule in this
issue so you can plan accordingly.
Keep an eye on your e-mail for a registration form that is
being prepared for mailing.
Unfortunately this is another one of those years Phyllis and
I will not be able to attend. The 1st Conference was not only
new, but exciting. This one promises to outdo itself.
For all her Herculean work as President, and being knee
deep in the Conference, she even found time to do her own
layouts for the 6-pages of material and sent me a complete PDF
file for my use. That helped me, since it normally takes about
two weeks now to lay this magazine out single-handed, but
I'm not sure she has retained her sanity. Thank you, Kim.
Charlie Robinson has a fascinating article this time in his
Notes From Brush Hill. Two members, a father and son team,
took a trip to Antarctica and painted plein air. What??? I
complain about the heat, but Antarctic??? Well, it was certainly
an adventure and I know you'll enjoy reading it. Might want to
wrap a blanket around you when you do though. And maybe
have a hot toddy handy.
Charlie has also written up another of our Signature
Members, Michelle Jung. Her oils are stunning as is her story
as well.
And I know you will get a wealth of information from a
short article by Nick Fox called "A Simple Primer on Digital
Images". In fact I think I will make it required reading since I
regularly have problems with images sent me. Just wait...there
may be a test in the future....
We also have two full pages of opening night photos from
two exhibitions. Our ASMA West Regional at the Channel
Islands Maritime Museum in Oxnard, CA and the 17th
National at the Quinlan Visual Arts Center in Gainesville, GA.
Continued on page 28
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Membership
Information
New Members
Luc Bernay
New Jersey

Joyce Estes
Florida

Jean Moore
Virginia

Robert Bradshaw
California

Dale Gallon
Pennsylvania

Nellie Jo Rainer
Tennessee

Roger Dale Brown
Tennessee

Robert Hagan
Thailand

Beatrice Reeder
Oklahoma

Joseph Buchanan
Arkansas

Joel Heger
California

Susan Shaw
Rhode Island

Dale Byhre
Canada

Michelle Held
Florida

Nancy Spielvogel
Rhode Island

Mark Daly
Ohio

Kathleen Hudson
Kentucky

Odie Tucker
Louisiana

Dee Beard Dean
South Carolina

Irene Jeruss
Connecticut

Marilyn Wear
California

John McCabe
Virginia

Casey Wise
Michigan

Please see back page for Digital
and Typographic Requirements for
submissions to the News & Journal
ASMA ADDRESS
ASMA
P. O. Box 2903
Gainesville, GA 30503

ASMA News & Journal Deadlines
Winter - December 1st
Spring - March 1st
Summer - June 1st
Fall - September 1st

News From The

Fo’c’sle

Signature Member Daven Anderson's series of
approximately 50 paintings in watercolor (most), oil and
pastel: THE RIVERS: A Celebration of life and Work on America’s
Waterways, exhibited in two art museums in 2016 and 2017,
has scheduled two more for a total exhibition schedule of
eight through 2020. Two more are considering the exhibition.
It will next be seen in LA in the summer and fall of 2017 before
returning in 2018 to the Midwest and East. A 118 page full color
exhibition catalog supports the exhibition.
Daven was awarded the prestigious Donald T. Wright
Award for his body of work, the series on the Rivers, that
contributes significantly to a better understanding of the
American inland waterways. The award has been presented
biennially since 1975 by the Herman T. Pott National Inland
Waterways Library and Collection. Past recipients include two
Pulitzer Prize winners.
And his ‘River’ series was featured in an article and on the
cover of the National Maritime Historical Society's quarterly
fall issue of Sea History & in Fine Art Connoisseur, February
23, 2017 e-newsletter.
Daven was also interviewed on both NPR and Public
Television regarding the series.

"Peace Like a River" • Sheri Farabaugh

Signature
Member
Sheri Farabaugh won
Outstanding
Landscape
from the American Women
Artist's Spring Online
exhibit for "Peace Like a
River".

In May, ASMA Signature Member Debra Huse was honored
with the 1st Place Judge’s Choice Award at the Forgotten Coast
Plein Air Quick Draw for her painting, “Historic Harbor”.
Now in its 12th year of
documenting the landscape
and culture of the last
vestiges of authentic "Old
Florida,”   Forgotten Coast
is among the world's
most prestigious plein air
invitationals. Debra also
recently won the Revelite
Award at the Maui Plein
Air Painting Invitational
"Historic Harbor" • Debra Huse
and the Irvine Museum
Honorable Merit Award at Big Canyon Plein Air.
She was proud to be on the Faculty of Artists at the 6th

Annual Plein Air Convention & Expo in San Diego. The
“World’s Largest Plein Air Event” featured 80 of the world’s
top painters and 900 of their peers. Debra had a packed house
for her demonstration on painting boats
Debra recently partnered with Gamblin Artist Oil Colors
to create Huse Hues Marine Violet Paint. Debra specially
formulated this color as the answer to purple on an artist’s
palette.
She will be participating in the 13th Annual Plein
Air Easton Festival. One of the largest juried plein air
competitions in the country, the Festival will take place July
13th-23rd in Easton, Maryland. For more information, please
visit www.pleinaireaston.com.
Signature Member Kathryn A. McMahon participated in
the National Maritime Show 2017,"At Sea",   May 20 – July
6, with her oil, "Through
Rough Waters".  
The exhibition was
juried by ASMA Fellow
Emeritus John Stobart
and J. Russell Jinishian.
The Copley Society
of Art, Co/So, Boston,
MA, is the oldest nonprofit art association in
"Through Rough Waters" • Kathryn A. McMahon
the United States, with a
history dating back to 1879.  www.copleysociety.org/
Signature Member Don Maitz was
the featured artist in issue number 55
of Illustration magazine. The magazine
is known for it's published works of the
most famous illustrators in history. Bob
Peak, Richard Amsel, Bernie Fuchs, etc.
Don is indeed in good company and
ASMA should be proud of him.
Retired ASMA Fellow Frank Handlen learned that Charlie
Robinson had repainted his studio and that he counted his
small framed pastels that hang about his beams in the studio
and he had 24! Since they ALL are of the sea breaking on
Maine cliffs, Frank felt he had failed over the years to deliver
a balanced portfolio to Charlie so he recently sent this 10"
x 14" pastel that he did had
just
completed.
Charlie
plans to add it to the Fellows
Collection (now well over
35 pieces) since the Handlen
in the Collection is an oil.
Would be good to have both,
especially since he is so gifted
with the chalk.
"Salt Grass" • Frank Handlen

www.americansocietyofmarineartists.com
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The Anchor to
Windward Society

Please consider making a legacy gift to
ASMA through your will or trust, or by
naming ASMA as the beneficiary of a
retirement plan, life insurance or other asset.

The American Society of Marine Artists invites you to
become a member of The Anchor to Windward Society
by including ASMA in your estate planning to insure
our financial future - that the ASMA ship can always be
firmly anchored to windward whatever the future brings.

Painting courtesy of John Barber

For more information contact:
Ann Mohnkern, Signature Member
Coordinator of ASMA Gift Planning
191 Sisquisic Trail
Yarmouth ME 04096
207-239-9440
Painting courtesy of John Gerster

Congratulations

to our newest Signature Members
Joey Blazek
Roger Dale Brown
Dale Byhre
Priscilla Coote
Dee Beard Dean
Lisa Gleim
William Hobbs
Kathleen Hudson
Joseph Jackson III
Michelle Jung

Nam Soon Kim
Calvin Liang
Lynn Mehta
Julia O'Malley-Keyes
Mary Pettis
James Rahn
Judy Saltzman
Robert Simone
Brian Stewart
Marilyn Wear
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Opening June 22nd
Minnesota Marine Art Museum
Winona, MN

Through Sept. 23rd
17th

Assistance Needed

2016 - 2018

Sheri Farabaugh, Treasurer
(303) 378-9080 or email: slfarabaugh@hotmail.com

Final Venue
Mystic Maritime Art Gallery, Mystic Seaport, CT
October 14th - January 26, 2018

I am looking for someone to help me apply for tax
exempt certificates for a few, maybe seven (7) states.
No experience is required, I will help you figure out
how to do it. It's just a single activity that would be a
tremendous help to me.
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Notes From
Brush Hill

by Charles Raskob Robinson
Brush Hill Studios, Washington, CT

In the last issue we followed the
remarkable story of Calvin Liang, a China
born artist who immigrated to the United
States and with a contagious enthusiasm
for marine art and a great deal of
talent and hard work has successfully
established his name and reputation. His
most recent achievement occurred this
May when he was elected a Signature
Member of ASMA. We also presented the
remarkable graphite art of Terry Miller,
also a Signature of ASMA. This time we
meet two new Members of the Society, a
father and his son who are Frenchmen,
marine artists and experienced sailors.
They recently put both of these credentials
to the test by sailing to Antarctica to paint
en plein air.
PIERRE BERNAY LEFRANCOIS
Member, Cranberry, NJ
Web Site for Pierre Bernay:
www.pierre-bernay-marines.com
LUC BERNAY LEFRANCOIS
Nantes, France
Web Site for Luc Bernay:
www.lucbernay.com

All photos and images courtesy of
Pierre and Luc Bernay unless otherwise credited

"Pleneau Bay" • 12" x 9" • Oil on Canvas • Pierre Bernay

A Plein Air Sailing Adventure to
Antarctica by Two New ASMA Members
Pierre Bernay1 joined the Society
in 2015 in order to advance his newly
adopted profession as a fine artist with a
particular interest in marine art. A native
of France, he had lived in Nantes and
worked in marketing for twenty years
in the high-tech composite end of the
boat building business during which
time he became familiar with shipyards
around the world building racing yachts
to military vessels. His family is from
Normandy and he grew up as a sailor
in Brittany and participated in various
regattas in France and England including
Cowes Week, the largest regatta in he
world dating back to the 1820’s. He also
became an amateur painter. Thus, when

his wife, Helene, accepted a job as a
fragrance evaluator in the Untied States
three years ago and the family moved to
New Jersey (while maintaining a home in
France), Pierre retired from boat building
and followed his bliss to become a full
time artist.
As many ASMA members who have
left another profession to become fulltime artists know, Pierre’s decision had
all of the makings of a good story in
itself but the next chapter – the one he
just completed – is unlike anything in the
annals of the Society’s history. Pierre and
one of his four children, Luc, a 23-year
old and a professional graphic designer
(Footnotes)
1
Pierre and his son, Luc, use their middle name the way we in
the United States would use our last name so they are known as
Pierre and Luc Bernay but their full names include Lefrancois.

www.americansocietyofmarineartists.com
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Photograph of Antarctica

and illustrator educated in Paris and
London and who is also a sailor, set out
to sail on a plein air painting trip to the
White Continent, Antarctica. We asked
Pierre if he and his son Luc, also an ASMA
member, would share their experience
with their fellow members of the Society
and he agreed.
First: Some Basics about a Very
Different Continent
The coldest and driest place on Earth,
the South Pole is an extreme location
that's incredibly hard on the human body.
The miles-thick ice sheet at the Pole sits at
an altitude of almost 10,000 feet, which
feels more like 12,000 feet because
of the low air pressure and arid polar
atmosphere. The rest of the continent is
not much more inviting.
Found mostly south of the Antarctic
Circle, Antarctica is the southernmost
continent and is surrounded by the
Southern Ocean, made up of the waters
of the southern oceans of the world
(the Atlantic, Pacific and Indian) and
positioned asymmetrically around the
South Pole. It contains 5,400,000 square
miles, making it the fifth largest Continent
– about 1.3 times the size of Europe. The
Antarctic Ice Sheet, averaging a mile in
depth, covers 98% of the continent and
(Footnotes)
2
He also known as Marin-Marie Durand Couppel and DurandCouppel de Saint-Front
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has about 90% of
the world's ice (and
thereby about 70%
of the world's fresh
water). If all of this
ice melted, sea levels
would rise about 60
m (200 ft). It is the
coldest (−89.2 °C
/−128.6 °F) and one
of the driest places
on Earth (20 mm /0.8
inch precipitation per
year for most of the
interior).
Running
across part of the
Continent is the
Antarctic Mountain
Range that divides
the continent such that lands west of
the Greenwich Great Meridian are
known as Western Antarctica and the
rest to the east as Eastern Antarctica.
Artists and explorers are attracted to the
Aurora Australis (the “Southern Lights”),
“diamond dust” (a ground level cloud
composed of tiny ice crystals usually
seen under clear sky conditions) and
“Sun dogs” (an atmospheric optical
phenomenon that appears as a bright
spot beside the actual Sun. But these pale
compared to the distinctive beauty of the
White Continent itself.

current circulating around the continent
between Latitude Forty and Sixty South.
The Circumpolar Current is the largest in
the world because it is so deep and wide
- containing one hundred times more

While this is all interesting, from a
sailor’s perspective it is the winds and
seas of the Southern Ocean that make it
so – to use a word – “exciting.” Another
word could be “frightful.” To understand
the unique mechanics of currants,
winds and seas, one turns to the plate
tectonics over geologic time to see the
breakup of the supercontinent Pangaea
over hundreds of millions of years and
the drifting of the separate continents to
where they are positioned today. Parts
of Antarctica were once in the Northern
Hemisphere and dinosaurs once roamed
there but the continent eventually found
itself alone at the bottom of the Earth, no
longer connected to any of the others.
The result was that, unlike the Northern
Hemisphere, there are no land barriers to
break the prevailing westerly winds and

As K. Adlard Coles explained in his
1970 book, Heavy Weather Sailing, “The
difference between a gale and what has
become known as a ‘survival’ storm is
that in the former, with winds of force
(Beaufort) 8, or perhaps (Beaufort) 9 (say
30 to 45 knots mean velocity), the skipper
and crew retain control and can take the
measures which they think best, whereas
in a survival gale of force 10 or over,
perhaps gusting at hurricane strength,
wind and sea become the masters.”

On board Podorange, near a 150 foot iceberg

water than all of the world’s rivers. The
velocity of the winds increase the further
south you go – a prevailing 15 to 24
knots in the “Roaring Forties” but higher
in the “Furious Fifties” and worse in the
“Screaming Sixties.”

A warning given by the taciturn
Yankee whalers and sealers that worked
the Southern Ocean in the Nineteenth
Century is more to the point:
“Beyond 40 Degrees South there is no law.
Beyond 50 Degrees South, there is no God!”
And we have not even talked about

Notes From Brush Hill
valuable in capturing
the “feel” for the
resulting art as the
visual impressions
they were about to
see.
A Love of Marine
Art, the Sea and
Adventure

Podorange. Port Charcot, Antarctica

the dangers of ice. But you now have a better
understanding of why, when Pierre and his
son Luc, decided to sail there in a sloop
they focused on finding a sturdy ship and
experienced captain and crew.
This story for the ASMA News and
Journal has been fun to write, for the deeper
you dig to research it, the more extraordinary
the finds: In 1971 an English sailor, Sir Chay
Blyth CBE BEM, set out to single-handedly
circumnavigate the globe non-stop going
against the prevailing winds and currents
(including the circumpolar currents discussed
above). He made it. Twenty years later he
organized the first global Round the World
Yacht Race and had as a sponsor, British Steel.
Needing tough-hulled vessels all ten of the 67foot sloops were built of steel and sailed from
Southampton to follow the route taken by Sir
Chay Blyth under highly vetted leadership
and experienced crews. These races continue
under the sponsorship of BT. The Podorange
was one of these all-steel, high performance
yachts, weighing in at 43 tons and this is the
vessel the Bernays chose under Captain Brice
Monegier du Sorbier, who has sailed in the
Southern Ocean for many years, to take them
on their plein air painting expedition.
There was one important condition in the
arrangement: Pierre and Luc were signing on
as working members of the nine-man crew
serving under three (officers) professional
sailors. Being seasoned seamen, they both
knew the experience of being an active
member of the crew would prove to be as

9
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The two were
attracted to the
adventure
and
romance of sailing
in dangerous and
remote waters and
by the legendary
stories of earlier Polar explorers.
Since both father and son were artists,
the unusual light with its subtle
array of colors that one reportedly
experienced there also fascinated
them. Pierre recounts, “This was
the genesis of our project to go to
Antarctica. My family is originally
from Normandy and I cannot deny
my interest in marine painters such
as Eugene Boudin (1824-1898)2 (the
son of a fisherman, ‘the meteorologist
painter’ as his peers use to call him),
given his extraordinary ability to
paint the Normandy skies or Marin
Marie (1901-1987)2, the official
artist (Peintre Officiel de la Marine)
who took part in the Antarctica
expedition on board the Pourquoi
Pas commanded by Jean Baptiste
Charcot (1867-1936), who was lost
at sea when his ship went down in
a violent storm off Iceland. As an
amateur painter, I took quite a few
drawing and painting classes over
the last ten years and got some
encouragement by my teachers to go
further.” (One wonders if they could
have possibly meant by that to go to
Antarctica to paint en plein air!)
“In addition, I have been a
fan of the great explorers of the last
century like Sir Ernest Shackleton
CVO OBE FRGS who led three
expeditions to Antarctica, made it
within a hundred miles of the South

Pole (only to lose that race to another
great explorer, Admundsen), was the first
to climb the Polar volcano, Mt. Erebus,
but is best known today for his story of
survival in the 1914-1917 expedition
on the Endurance when it was crushed
by the ice and he and his men lived on
sea ice until they could launch their
lifeboats to sail to Elephant Island where
they encamped while Shackleton sailed
on across dangerous waters to South
Georgia where he got help to rescue his
men. I like the moment when the actual
rescue occurred. Shackleton’s official
artist, George E. Marston (1882-1940)
who twice accompanied him on polar
expeditions, was among those left on
Elephant Island and was sketching outside
the camp (basically overturned lifeboats
made into shelters) when he sighted the
rescue ship.”
“Another was the aforementioned
Norwegian Roald Admundsen (18721928) the first to reach the South Pole,
the first to reach both the North and
South Poles and the first to make the
Northwest Passage in the Arctic. When
reading their memoirs and those of their
crew they often mention the scenes
and the beauty of Antarctica. Sailing
in this part of the world, across the
Southern Ocean amongst the icebergs
in unchartered seas was a risky matter
but it is particularly moving when these
tough men expressed their emotions
upon seeing the indescribable beauty
and the purity of the White Continent.
I more fully appreciated this after I had
returned and a Polar scientist in my New
Jersey hometown who had also been
there showed me some photographs he
had taken. I was disappointed to see
that the palette of his camera did not do
justice to the endless nuances of colors in
Antarctica. I was anxious to translate my
experience on canvas!”
Pierre read widely about the White
Continent and cited other artists and
polar explorers that further inspired his
interest and, indeed, there are many
more with gripping stories. However, in
terms of conveying the beauty, adventure
and majesty of the experience I found

www.americansocietyofmarineartists.com
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Notes From Brush Hill
observations written in Antarctica in
1841 the most relevantly insightful.
In fact, these words were written by
officers of two ships ASMA members
were introduced to in the Society’s
book and video about The Naval War of
1812, the HMS Erebus and HMS Terror.
Following the post-1812 history of these
two ships gives the reader a clear and
thrilling view of the adventure in the era
of Polar exploration in the first half of the
Nineteenth Century, the century before
Shackleton, Amundsen, et al. The officers’
observations also convey how these
hardened men of the sea were so moved
by the unearthly beauty they witnessed
in Polar Regions. The adventures of men
of these two ships were glorious, indeed,
but in the end tragic.

"The Bombardment of Fort McHenry" • Watercolor 22” x 30”
ASMA Fellow Emeritus Mark Myers

Recall that the Terror was designed
as a bomb ship for launching mortars and
the Erebus was even more specialized as
a Congreve rocket ship. They served the
British in the War of 1812 and participated
in the bombardment of Stonington, CT
and then again in the night bombardment
of Fort McHenry in Baltimore in
September 1814, giving the American
National Anthem the lines “by the rockets
red glare.” Heavily built to withstand the

recoil of these massive weapons, this type
of ship became the logical candidate
when the British later were looking for
vessels that could withstand the even
more demanding pressures of ice in Polar
expeditions. The Erebus was replaced by
an even more strongly built successor
bomb ship that carried the same name
while the Terror was further reinforced
for Polar duty. The two ships were sent
on the Antarctic expedition of 18391843 under the command of Captain
James Clark Ross.3 This would be the
last Antarctic expedition solely under
the power of sail. They explored what is
now known as the Ross Sea, discovered
the Ross Ice Shelf (larger than the state
of California)4 and the Transantarctic
Mountain Range, recorded much about
the flora and fauna of the Continent
and inferred the position of the South
Magnetic Pole. They also discovered
the southern most active volcano on
the planet, rising nearly 12,500 feet and
named it after the expedition’s flagship,
Eremus5. An adjacent, but lower volcano
was named after the HMS Terror.
January 27, 1841 records of the
volcano’s discovery made by Robert
McCormick, the HMS Erebus’s surgeon,
described it as “a stupendous volcanic
mountain in a high state of activity.” His
assistant, the youngest member of the
crew, Dr. Hooker6, wrote in his notebook:

"The Erebus and Terror Beset Off Beechley Island
during the Franklin Expedition "
W/C 22” x 16” • ASMA/Fellow Emeritus Mark Myers

the other giving back the colors of the
sun . . . This was a sight so surprising everything that can be imagined . . .
that it really caused a feeling of awe to
steal over us at the consideration of our
own comparative insignificance and
helplessness, and at the same time, an
indescribable feeling of the greatness of
the Creator in the Works of His hand.”

“All the coast was one mass of
dazzling beautiful peaks of snow which,
when the sun approached the horizon,
reflected the most brilliant tints of golden
yellow and scarlet; and then to see the
dark cloud of smoke tinged with flame,
rising from the volcano in a perfectly
unbroken column, one side jet – black,

The next chapter in the fabled
history of these two ships was the last,
although it took 170 years for the tragic
end to fully unfold and, in the process
became one of the great sagas of the
sea. In May, 1845 – just thirty years after
Fort McHenry – the famous British Polar
explorer, Rear-Admiral Sir John Franklin
KCH FRGS RN, who had just turned
fifty-nine, led the HMS Erebus and
HMS Terror and a crew of twenty-four

Another contrast between the Nineteenth Century and today
is the classical education one assumed any senior officer of the
Royal Navy had. In Greek mythology, Erebus was found in a
particular dark and damning part of Hades and was the son of
Chaos. Terror speaks for itself. No wonder these names were
chosen for what were the most advanced – at least visually most
frightful (especially at night) – warships of their time.
6
Joseph Dalton Hooker (1817-1911) OM GCSI CB PRS went on
to become one of the greatest British botanists and explorers of
the 19th century. He was a close friend of Darwin.
7
The song is a dialog between father and son in which the father
says to the son: Why, think of everything you've got. For you will

still be here tomorrow, but your dreams may not. And the son
observes: From the moment I could talk I was ordered to listen.
Now there's a way and I know that I have to go away. I know I
have to go.
8
Transporting oil paintings proved to be a problem with the
airline Aerolinas Argentinas. Although they flew with the paint
in their checked luggage during the outbound flight and even
though they had all of the safety data information from the paint
suppliers to show questioning authorities, they were not allowed
to check their paints on their way back from Ushuaia to Buenos
Aires. So they had to abandon their valuable tubes in the Tierra
del Fuego airport.

(Footnotes)
About the same time, as we saw in ASMA’s 1812 book, Lt.
Charles Wilkes of the U.S. Navy led the U.S. Exploring
Expedition (known as the U.S. Ex. Ex. or “Wilkes Expedition”)
to Antarctica and sighted the land now known as Wilkesland.
4
In a front-page article on May 20, 2017, the New York
Times reported on the Ross Ice Shelf and urgent work
scientists are now doing to determine if its disintegration
is unstoppable or in any case what is the rate. That rate
relates to how fast ocean levels will rise and, that, in turn,
will impact billions of people who live on or near coasts.
Mass migration inland will create great political stress and
upheaval around the globe.
3
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5

officers and one hundred and ten men
on an Arctic expedition to chart the much
sought Northwest Passage. A lot had been
learned about ship construction, steam
propulsion, food preservation and Polar
survival in the previous decades and the
Franklin Expedition was prepared with
the latest technology and equipment.
Anticipating that they would be locked
in the ice at least one winter, the ships
were provisioned to survive a couple.
Given the recent exploits of these two
ships under Captain Ross in Antarctica
and the experience and standing of RearAdmiral Franklin, hopes and expectations
were high. However, nothing was ever
heard from them; they disappeared into
the Arctic without a trace. Great searches
were mounted by both the Royal and
United States Navies over the following
decades – at a cost of ships and more
lives than Franklin had in his crew. Sea
shanties and ballads about the loss
became popular while Inuit natives gave
verbal accounts and some evidence was
found but nothing to explain the fate of
the expedition. It was 170 years later
that the Canadians, using 21st Century
technology, specialized ships and planes
found the Erebus and this, together with
previous evidence found unveiled the
tragic end of the expedition. Nova on PBS
just aired this past May 17 an hour-long
documentary about it called Arctic Ghost
Ship that tells the full story about how
the entire crew perished from starvation,
hypothermia, lead poisoning and scurvy.
You can’t write screenplays like this!
The Expedition
In sum, Pierre says, “These are the
reasons why I said to myself that one
day I have to go down there. The project
took shape quietly over the last ten years.
An unexpected situation rose when my
twenty-three year old son, Luc, told
me: ‘Dad I want to do things with you,
I want to go to Antarctica with you.’ This
is the kind of wish you have to consider
seriously as a father! It made me think of
the Cat Stevens song Father and Son7. So
I said, "My son, you come! We will see
about the budget; we will make it work.
This will be OK!”
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The Equipment and Preparation

“I may say that this is the greatest
factor: the way in which the expedition
is equipped, the way in which every
difficulty is foreseen, and precautions
taken for meeting or avoiding it."
Explorer Roald Admundsen

we also had full white coveralls which
we believed help camouflage us to some
degree so we could work closer to the
fauna, especially the penguins.”

Pierre painting on location

The Gear

“There was, of course, quite of lot
of preparation during the months before
our departure to get the right gear against
the cold, wind and snow and also the
right equipment - portable easels and
oil paints, etc. We used paints from
Gamblin, Windsor, Rembrandt, Sennelier
(water colors) with turpentine and linseed
oil. My wife, Helene, kindly designed a
large glove, like a little sleeping bag to
fit the right hand so that we could grab
the brush handle from inside and still
feel the movement of the brush more
precisely than when using mittens or
thick gloves. In fact we didn't use any
protections and painted most of the time
with bare hands since the temperatures
in the Austral summer were still positive
- around 2°C (36 F). Also I believe that
concentration made us forget our bare
hands and we followed a tip which I read
somewhere to keep the hands heading
downwards to help the blood to circulate
better to your fingers tips; so we just
needed to keep the plywood panel and
our easel lower. I guess the human body
has an unsuspected capacity to adapt to
severe environment. Having said this, our
experience lasted only weeks; I would
be much more cautious if we were there
for a longer term since one could loose
fingertip sensation if too often exposed
to low temperatures which would be
disastrous to any painter. As seen in the
photo above, we did have our share of
orange/red garb, traditionally associated
with visitors to the White Continent but

“We got the following information from
Gamblin paints :
The freezing point of Linseed Oil is
about -20C (-4F)
The freezing point of Gamsol
odorless mineral spirits is -70C (-94F)
The freezing point of Gamvar Varnish
is -58C (-72F).
In short, oil painting materials are
remarkably resilient in freezing and
sub-freezing temperatures.
So, yes,
Gamblin materials will withstand very
cold temperatures, but their working
properties will become more viscous,
stiffer, the colder they get. Luc designed
slotted wooden boxes in which to store
the wet oils and these proved to be useful
pieces of equipment.” The two artists were
also well prepared for flight restrictions
on oil paints and related combustibles so
they had no difficulty until the return trip
home.8
Standing Out to Sea :
The Course Out and Back
“We chose to sail to the White
Continent in a 43-ton, 67-foot sail boat

The course out and back
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because Luc and I wanted to
be closer to the elements. And,
in my opinion, the best way
to capture the scenes and the
power of the elements is to be
in the middle of this human
adventure, lending a hand in
all maneuvers, taking reefs,
tacking, steering and standing
watch for icebergs and growlers
(small icebergs floating low to
the surface of the water and
thus below the radar). When
you are in the middle of it,
how great and inspiring it is to
see the faces of the seamen as
they work with their bare hands to ease
the mainsail, vigorously trim the Yankee9
or as they stand long hours at the chart
table reading anxiously the latest weather
report. As we shall see, we had some
challenging weather so I am pleased
I had my son along so we could keep
encouraging each other to handle the
job at hand and, I confess, it was good to
have a strong young man full of
enthusiasm by my side to keep
me going even in the harshest
weather conditions.”

Sketches of Cormorant with Starfish by Luc Bernay

two to three hours long and many works
were done on 9”x 12” wooden panels more studies than finished works.”
“So there we were one place after
another, standing up with our easel
sometimes in the wind, the snow or
rain and more rarely in the sunshine,
dressed in our marine gear plus the white
coveralls. The environment was never the

Plein Air Painting on
the White Continent
“Sailing on Podorange
proved to be the right choice
since we could approach the
very edges of the glaciers,
stay in unique moorings
in unchartered waters and
watch the wildlife at his best.
We often got the feeling we
were entering in a sanctuary.
Every day, once the boat was
securely moored, the skipper
would deposit us on shore with
our painting equipment and a
VHF radio in case of a sudden
weather change. Then we could
unfold our easel, unpack our
painting gear and start to work.
Painting sessions were about
(Footnotes)
9
A sail flown on the forestay that is cut higher
on the foot than a jib or genoa, often used in
rougher weather.
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same: running glaciers, rock mountains
and others snow covered, huge icebergs
floating and traveling through the streams,
ever changing skies and light, etc. We
got familiar with uncommon noises like
large glacial blocks, about 50 meters (150
feet) high, falling into the sea with a roar
followed by a little tsunami wave. The
other subjects of interest were the fauna:
sea lions, seals, and penguins. Although
they looked slightly disturbed by our
presence - strange new creatures dressed
in white, they barked and sniffed timidly
before going back to what they had been
doing – fighting, playing, feeding their
young, diving for food, etc. We were the
strangers here so we tried to be as little
disturbing as possible and stay calm and
silent. Isn’t that the best attitude for a
painter anyway?”

Pierre's painting underway

Gentoo Penguin sketches by Luc Bernay

Gentoo Penguin painting by Luc Bernay

“Of course, our attention was
caught all the time by the beauty around.
However, Luc and I developed different
interests as the days went on. While
Luc mostly paid attention to the fauna,
the light and ice, my first interest was to
capture the colors of the White Continent
and try to get a different palette compared
to photographs. As the experience went
on, the glaciers and mountains and
seas increasingly caught my attention,
especially the glaciers. Although all
appeared so quiet and peaceful around,
I was impressed by the combat of giants
between the glaciers and the mountains.
Miles-long, glaciers were running against
the rocky peaks that resisted the ever
rolling, solid river, unendingly pouring
huge blocks of ice into the sea. I often
thought of what the famous American
painter, Frederick Judd Waugh (18611940), used to say about the anatomy
of the seas after long hours of watch. In

Antarctica, all may appear as chaotic
at first sight but after having patiently
watched, an unexpected harmony rises
up and shows beautiful, creative shapes
but with a common anatomy. Nothing
was static and invisible forces were
always at play. Iceberg shapes were most
of the time breathtaking. Beauty was
everywhere even when showing a kind of
brutality but always purity.”
The farthest latitude we reached is
65°33' South, near the Berthelot Islands,
South East of the Vernadsky scientific
station. Formerly owned by the United
Kingdom, it is now a Ukrainian base

Pierre working the sheets leaving Antarctica

whose the most important task is to
measure the thickness of the ozone layer.
They kindly invited us and we joyfully
spent the evening in a very Southerly
British-like pub! The day after, we did
oil paintings and donated them to our

Notes From Brush Hill

new friends. We are proud to say they
exhibited our artwork at 65° 14' 27"
South!
“When You Go to Antarctica You
Have to Earn It”		

“Our first passage
through the Drake
when our expedition
began was calm with
fair winds and it gave
us a chance to adjust
to the Southern Ocean
but, as someone said,
‘When you go to
Antarctica you have
to deserve it,’ and so
we experienced much
tougher conditions on
our way back through
the South Atlantic and
Pacific Oceans. It all
started with a blow, for
when we left our last
moorings in Antarctica
we had a steady 35/40
knots easterly wind. For
five days we sailed back to Argentina in a
low-pressure system with up to 55 knots
easterly winds. Navigation was rather
tricky specially when, after five days at
sea, we had to slow down so as not to get
trapped in another low-pressure system
coming from the west
with winds forecasted
at 75 knots. I give
credit to our highly
experienced skipper,
Brice Monegier du
Sorbier, who wisely
avoided this second
low-pressure system.
When passing Cape
Horn,
wind
gusts
reached up to 55 knots
but he safely brought
us into the channels
of Patagonia behind
the Cape Horn and we
returned to Ushuaia
harbor.”

"Furious and Magnificent Seas in the Sixties, Antarctica" • Pierre Bernay
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“This
maritime
experience was intense

from the painters’ point of view too: The
sea was quite impressive but we cannot
deny the beauty of the roaring seas and
surfs, huge and massive seas hitting the
boat hull with scaring noise or passing

"Tern" • Luc Bernay

before or aft of us roaring up like an
uncontrolled high speed train.”
“In the end we are glad we could
make the trip. We hope we will be able to
create a couple of paintings to represent
this impressive maritime environment.
Bravely, Luc made a few pictures of the
boat in motion - imagine her forty tons
getting through unfurling waves. I still
have in mind these huge deep grey waves
looking like hills and showing a glacial
or sort of phthalo blue on their back, not
reflecting the sky but the deep blue grey
color of the sea water itself.”
“I hope our visual memory will be
strong enough to paint all this for the
simple reason that, although it was for sure
scary and we often prayed for the sea to
calm down, it was above all so beautiful,
so clear so crystalline ... so inspiring. Can
you imagine after a long watch at night
where the Southern Cross constellation
is your only companion to be greeted at
dawn by a couple of dolphins who come
by to say ‘hello!’?”
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"Steamer Lane" • 24" x 60" • Oil

In the Spring issue of the ASMA
News and Journal, we met Calvin Liang,
an artist born in China who immigrated
to California and with a joyous and
enthusiastic attitude and with a good
deal of hard work earned a name and
reputation as one of the nation’s up
and coming artists. Since he appeared
in this column, he was elected along
with nineteen others as a new Signature
Member of ASMA. We also met Terry
Miller, a graphite artist who works
miracles with pencils who has been a
Signature Member of the Society for
some time. Although they might never
have realized it, both of these artists
are “Mono-Coastal” – Calvin lives on
the West Coast and Terry in Maryland
on the East Coast. In this issue we meet
Michelle Jung who spends half of her
time in California and the other half in
Massachusetts – a “Bi-Coastal” artist! It
is interesting how these Bi-Coastal living
and working arrangements have affected
how and what she paints.

MICHELLE JUNG
Signature member
Santa Cruz, CA and
Wellesley, MA
Web Site:
http://michellejungart.com
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There are many impressive and
interesting things about Michelle Jung’s
life as an artist – some of which we shall
see – but what has been most important
to her in recent years and what will
probably be of great interest to many
of the Society’s members reading this is
how she found her “voice.” Now that
she has it, she feels totally liberated and
enthused about expressing it as fully and
diligently as she can. And this is driven
by her remarkable sense of discipline and
dedication.
In this column several years ago we
featured another Signature Member who
is both a painter and sculptor, Jim Gray
from Tennessee. Among the works that
eventually earned him that state’s highest
artistic honor, the Distinguished Artist
Award, was a monumental sculpture of
another artist from that state, Dolly Parton
– who also received the same award that
same night. Dolly’s advice to artists was to
find your voice or, in her words, “Figure
who you are and then do it on purpose!”
One could not be more succinct in telling
Michelle Jung’s story.
Michelle is a Connecticut native,
born in Hartford on July 15, 1964 to
Joan Iversen and Allan Frederick Freiheit,
Jr. She demonstrated an interest in and
talent for art in her years at Connecticut
elementary and high schools. This led to
a BA in Art History from Colorado State

University in 1987 and included an
internship at the Wadsworth Antheneum
in Hartford, CT one of the nation’s oldest
museums founded in 1842 and known for
its collections of European and American
art. After graduation she applied her new
knowledge working in various art galleries
but eventually strengthened her bottom
line by co-founding and co-owning the
Filice Insurance Agency in San Jose, CA –
from which she is now retired.
Meanwhile, Michelle led a busy
life. She married and had two daughters,
Stephanie Christine Filice, born 1993,
and Natalie Susan Filice, born 1995. In
time she divorced and met and married
Mark Alexander Jung who was born in
Toronto, Canada but raised in Wellesley,
MA. He has two daughters from a
previous marriage, Elizabeth Katherine
Jung, born 1991 and Caroline Andrea
Jung, born 1992. All four girls have earned
college degrees and three have gone
on to graduate school while the fourth
considers her options. Mark Jung went on
from Wellesley to Princeton University
and then Stanford Business School. He
has done well in the software business
and is the current Executive Chairman at
Accela. They travel a great deal, including
frequently between their homes in Santa
Cruz, CA and Wellesley, MA. During
these long flights, Michelle continues her
art education by systematically reading
about artists she admires so she cherishes

Notes From Brush Hill
these hours in the air.
Michelle began painting at the age of
forty in local classes and workshops. Her
instructors encouraged her to go back to
school and get a MFA and this she did
from the Academy of Art University in San
Francisco, an urban art school founded in
1929 that has seen other ASMA members
both as students and faculty members.
Michelle cites four instructors from the
Academy who influenced her work: Jesse
Mangerson, Bryan Mark Taylor, Dean
Larson and Warren Chang. “Jesse was
instrumental in my overall Master's thesis,
career path and professionalism. Bryan
instilled in me a hard work ethic when
it comes to the process of painting. Dean
helped me understand the importance
of plein air painting and painting from
life while Warren helped me understand
perspective and narrative art.” Seeking to
get the most out of the experience she
did not rush the process but took three
years, receiving her degree in 2013. She
had been busy on other fronts such that
when she entered the art arena with
her new credentials, she was already
nearly fifty. She needed to establish her

and
established
organizations. And
this, she has done,
as seen in recent
awards:
2017 & 2016
California Art Club’s
Gold Medal Exhibition
2016 American
Masters Exhibition at
the Salmagundi Club
2016
Finalist,
Three
paintings
selected for the Art
Renewal Center's 12th
Annual International
Salon
2016 Award of
Merit, The Guild Of Boston
Artists 2016 Members
Juried Exhibition

"Being and Time" • 36"x 48" • Oil

2015 Finalist, Four paintings selected
for the Art Renewal Center's 11th Annual
International Salon
2014 Honorable Mention, Oil Painters
of America's Fall Online Showcase
2014 Jurors' Award, California Art Club
Exhibition Rural Places and
Urban Spaces
2014 Silver Medal, The
Guild Of Boston Artists 2014
Regional Painting Competition
2013 Honorable Mention,
Oil Painters of America's Fall
Online Showcase

"Majestic Sea" • 36"x 36" • Oil

name and reputation in short order and
this meant setting goals and achieving
them in a timely fashion; she did this by
entering high profile art competitions and
developing relationships with respected
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Her progress is also seen
in her affiliations with art
organizations. In addition to
being elected this spring as
a Signature Member of the
American Society of Marine
Artists, she is an Out-of-State
Member of the California Art
Club, an Artist Member of the
Oil Painters of America, and
a member one of the nation’s
oldest art organizations, The
Salmagundi Club founded in 1871 in
New York City, and an Elected Member of
The Guild of Boston Artists.
Engaging

in

this

competitive

environment came easily for Michelle
for she grew up the daughter of a
Police Lieutenant with three siblings in
a physically competitive environment
where discipline was expected. “I am
a ‘trophy chaser’ and enjoy winning. In
high school I was a ten-Varsity Letter
athlete competing in gymnastics, softball
and cross-country track. I have a Black
Belt in Tae Kwon Do and run five miles
every day. I paint from 7:30 AM to 3:00
PM in my studio with no lunch break
and then take my run, which I find clears
my head.” On the West Coast, her run
is high up along the Pacific Ocean so
the exercise and the visual inspiration
doubly recharge her. She sets aside days
for plein air painting but, given how it is
often weather determined, has painting
gear packed in her car so she can go at a
moment’s notice.

In addition to cherishing the reading
time in the air her bi-coastal life provides,
Michelle values the “mirror effect”
gained by leaving work in her studio on
one coast for a couple weeks while she
returns to her works in her studio on the
other coast. “Some artists use mirrors or
turn their work upside down to get a fresh
perspective but I get a fresh look after
having been away for a couple weeks on
the other coast. I find this an important
part of my creative experience, especially
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on the water is so
different from the
sunrise. That drama is
what I’m drawn to in
my work. It’s a matter
of nostalgia and
mood verses drama
and color. And I love
them both.”

"Lily Composed" • 40"x 40" • Oil

when one considers the considerable
difference in the painting environments
on the East and West Coasts. At first it
was a huge adjustment to go from East
Coast light to West Coast light. It gets
darker very early on the East Coast and
the light is flatter, with less shadows. So
at first, I had to adjust everything and
stick to values. That made me think about
color more. The longer I observed the
contrast of going from coast to coast, the
more I could see it. I believe my work
is very distinctive because of that. The
value scale is much tighter on the East
Coast. The color is more muted, with less
contrast. The colors are more vibrant,
much more saturated, in California.” Her
love of her bi-coastal life and painting of
coastal scenes is a natural outgrowth of
her having been around boats and water
much of her life.
Although she is bi-coastal she
says, “Neither side of the States has a
monopoly on my heart. I was born and
raised in Connecticut, so I will always
be a New Englander. I will always be
nostalgic about the East Coast for that
reason. But on the West Coast, the sunset
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With
her
competitive attitude
and dedication to
excelling, it is no
wonder
Michelle
cites her “heroes”
as
Willem
de
Kooning
(19041997) “because of
his enduring focus
and
greatness,”
Pablo Picasso (18811973) “because of
his bravado and
experimentation,”
and, Louise Nevelson
(1899-1988) “because of her vision and
unwavering commitment to her work.”
As Michelle became more competent
in the basics of painting her confidence
in being able to produce a finished work
of art grew. She took workshops and saw
the different approaches and styles the
instructors offered. As part of her ongoing self-education, she studied works
of artists in museums in this country and
abroad. She knew she could “sing” (paint)
but needed to find her “voice.” And one
day she did.
Michelle and Mark try to join
Peter Trippi and Eric Rhoads, the Editor
and Publisher respectively of Fine Art
Connoisseur magazine when they take
their annual Art Cruise through the
waters of Europe or Russia, so over the
years Peter and Michelle had developed
a professional relationship. Accordingly,
on one of these trips, Michelle explained
to Peter that she knew how to paint and
render subjects and was comfortably
competent at it but she wanted more
– her own voice. She told Peter, “I can
paint California coastal scenes or Hudson

River scenes but where do I belong?” She
no doubt knew the answer but had not
realized it until Peter simply said, “Paint
for yourself!” “It set me free! I found my
own voice. I could focus on what I wanted
to say. No longer did I care about ‘what
they would say.’ I could now express
my opinion about what was happening
– what I was seeing and experiencing
even though I realize that, as a result, I
am often pushing the boundaries of what
is expected or tolerated by the viewer or
hosting organization.”
It is a pity Michelle never knew the
late Willard Bond, the very colorful ASMA
Fellow who lived on a mountaintop in a
geodesic dome with his dog, Woof. Bond
painted on hollow wooden doors with
great gusto and bravado and his works –
mostly of cup races with men, boats and
sails all a swirl – were full of dramatic
action. He championed “pushing the
boundaries,” as Michelle puts it, and often
would start a jury session of the ASMA
Fellows with a challenge. He would
remind us that, although an early work
by Joseph Mallord William Turner, RA
(1775-1851) would be readily accepted
by the ASMA jury were it to appear on the
screen - his early work was much more
representational, would the jury accept
a later Turner color field work that he
became so well known for? Bond would
very much encourage Michelle to follow
her own voice wherever and however far
it takes her.
Expressing Her Voice: Her Tools
Michelle uses Vasari Oil Paints. They
are hand-made in small batches by one of
the few owner-operated paint companies
in existence. The Vasari show room is in
Chelsea in New York City and they sell
directly to artists. Her palette is basic:
Titanium White, Flake White, Cadmium
Yellow Light, Cadmium Yellow Medium,
Cadmium Red Light, Alizarin Crimson,
Ultramarine Blue, Sap Green, Raw Umber
and Burnt Umber. She uses Rosemary &
Company’s Ivory Brushes, which have
synthetic bristles that have the feel of a
cross between nylon and hog bristle. The
oval end of their filberts can be used to

make sweeping strokes but also fine lines
when held vertically.
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Expressing Her Voice: Her Techniques
Where and how artists get an idea for a
painting is always interesting. Michelle
says her ideas come from the dualistic
qualities that are fundamental in human
life. “Some examples are life/death,
earth/water,
love/hate,
chaos/order,
etc. I use these opposing principles to
create energy, and to guide my train of
thought throughout a series of paintings.
For instance, my recently completed
Northern California Seascape Series is
based on the relationship between the
Earth and water. My new Flora Series is
based on chaos and order.”
“Once I know the direction of thought
(dualism) that I want to explore, I go out
into nature and observe. Observation, in
my opinion, is the most important step in
a painting. Before I started my Northern
California Seascape Series, I spent every
day one year painting en plein air at the
same location. Although the view never
changed (sky, rock, water and sand), I
began to observe the subtle changes that
occur between the solid masses. These
connections were where the truth, the
purity were happening in front of me. That
is where the true energy in my paintings
lies. Nature provides the elements, but
my observation through all my senses
directs my art making.”
“After a long period of time (between
six months and three years) observing
and painting small studies, I move into
the studio to execute the compositional
elements of the final painting. This
period of time is all about design. How
do I translate the experience onto a two
dimensional surface? I think I enjoy this
process the most because I have to be
very clever in the execution or ‘delivery’
of my intention. I am aware of the many
compositional rules, so it’s fun for me to
push those boundaries - which I think
creates drama. I have mastered many
techniques that ‘trick the eye,’ and I no
longer need to think about color, value
and temperature. These are second nature
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"Sea Cliffs" • 10"x 12" • Oi[

at this point. I finally have the freedom to
paint truthfully.”
“I begin by loosely painting the
entire composition with a translucent
paint color that is the opposite of the
majority complimentary color in the
painting. This is not a value study for
me, but an abstraction of the light and
dark. If this doesn’t work, the painting
will fail. I let this dry completely. I then
spend a day premixing large piles of paint
that I record in my notebook and make
swatches in case I need to re-mix at a
later date. I ensure my color harmony by
doing this before the pigment is applied
to the canvas. I use only a small amount
of walnut or linseed oil as a medium,
and no mineral spirits at all. To clean my
brushes, I wipe them with paper towels.
At night, I rest the brushes in oil.”
“When it is time to add color, it
goes very quickly, alla prima. My newest

discovery has been the personality of
each paint color. I now know how each
responds to the other when it is placed
beside or on top of it. This discovery has
only been recent, and by surprise really. I
don’t think this can be taught. I think it is
unique to each artist. Anyway, to continue,
I cover the entire canvas very thickly
the first passing. I take pictures with my
iPhone and spend a day or so looking at
the image in both black and white and
color. This is the most satisfying time for
me because if I did everything right up
to this point, I now see the painting will
be successful. I then decide how much
softening of edges and blending I will do
from here.”
“Do I want to push it towards
realism? How far? Or, do I want to keep
it abstract and fresh. The painting itself
usually reveals my answer. If it is to be
more abstract, I clean up the shapes
and let it dry. If it is to be more realistic,
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Notes From Brush Hill
there are many more steps: 1) soften
edges and let it dry completely; 2) apply
paint carefully to increase chiaroscuro
qualities and let it dry completely; 3) use
cold wax for added texture in areas, let
it dry completely; 4) use a spatula and
sandpaper to scrape and sand down to
uncover and reveal the canvas and wood
and, 4) begin a series of glazes as needed,
drying completely between each color.
This continual process of taking apart and
reconstructing creates an abstraction of
movement. It also mirrors my concept of
dualistic models in art expression. After
all of this is complete, I let it dry for a few
weeks keeping an eye on the glossy and
matte surfaces. If I need to varnish to even
out the surface, I will six months after it
has dried.”

In this capacity she was able to share
her “voice” with many engaged artists.
Some of what she said was recorded and
is germane to our conversation. “Plein
air painting is not really about color and
composition; it’s about what is happening
at that moment. The task is to figure out
what you are experiencing and what
you are feeling at that moment. It's not
just painting what you see.” During the
Convention she pointed out to the artists,
“You can’t always expect to complete a
finished painting in two hours, but you
can get down on canvas ‘what it is to be
in San Diego.’ When you are in a new
area painting, you need to figure out what
in that environment is different. Lighting?
Color? Shapes? Texture? Pick one or two
things and get that down in the painting.”

Another World

Closing Observations

We mentioned Fine Art Connoisseur
Magazine earlier. It is one part of a multifaceted operation run by Eric Rhoads
who is not only a successful businessman
in publishing but also a fine artist. The Art
Cruise also mentioned above is another
operation and there are others: PleinAir Painters of America Series, featuring
instructional videos from many of the
organization’s signature members; The
Publisher’s Invitational (where Eric
Rhoads invites artists to paint with him
and friends for a week – no exhibitions,
workshops or pressure); The PleinAir
Salon, a bi-monthly art competition
(cash prizes awarded and the Grand
Prize winner receives $15,000 awarded
at another of Rhoads operations; the
Plein Air Convention and Expo (PACE)
which is an annual gathering of hundreds
of plein air painters and dozens of
members of the PACE faculty. Billed as
the “largest gathering of plein air painters
on the planet,” it consists of lectures,
demonstrations given by members of
the PACE faculty plus plenty of on site
painting.

“My advice for younger artists is to
get the best education affordable. Seek
out art groups for support. Learn to draw
well. Accept criticism and advice with
an open mind. Master your tools and
learn color theory. Read everything you
can about past Masters, and go see their
paintings in person. As you advance, seek
out a mentor you admire and don’t be
afraid to change mentors as you develop.
Embrace failure, build endurance, and
work hard. And finally, find your own
voice. This is the most important. Finding
your own voice is the culmination of
foundation mastery, technical mastery,
deep intellectual thought and purpose.
Using the artistic process is the selective
path in life that can bring order and peace
to chaos. Most importantly, that path of
beauty is achievable if it is done with
intention.”

Michelle Jung is a member of the
PACE faculty and was a Field Instructor
at the Plein Air Convention and Expo
(PACE 2017) gathering held in San
Diego, California this past April 24-28.
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Charles Raskob Robinson is
a Fellow of the Society. He
paints at Brush Hill, a studio
built in 1752, located in
Washington, CT and formerly
owned by Connecticut and
New Mexico artist Eric Sloane.
Some of Charlie’s work may
be seen on his website at:
www.brushhillstudios.com.

STILL
AVAILABLE
"THE NAVAL WAR
OF 1812-1815:
Foundation of America's
maritime Might"

Two Editions, both with
the same soft color cover
• A black & white, 6" x 9" version,
133 pages that retails for $15.95
• Full color , 8" x 10" version, 142
pages with illustrations by ASMA
artists that retails for $29.95.
Order online through
our website or from
Amazon.com

A Simple Primer
on Digital Images

By Nick Fox

Original image - Ritz Camera

Editor's Note:
I was very pleased when Nick offered this
article since from day one I've been trying
to figure out how to get the word out about
sending correct images for the ASMA
News & Journal. If this does't answer all
you questions, I don't know what will...
While helping Kim Shaklee prepare
the PDF for the ASMA West Regional
Exhibition, I found artists provided images
that were too big or too small to work into
the document. I’ve helped a number of
people figure out how to manage digital
images of their artwork, from painters to
gallery owners to museums.

Digital images have:
1. Dimension
2. Resolution
3. File Size
4. File Format
Dimension is the measurement of
the image e.i., 3"x 5", 8"x 10", etc.
Resolution is how many pixels there
are in a square inch (DPI or Dots Per
Inch). No web image needs to be more
than 72 DPI (anything more makes for a
bigger file and slows down load time).
Commercial printers use between 150
and 300 DPI. A photo for printing should
be 300 DPI or more*.
But a 300 DPI image will look the
same on a computer monitor as a 72
DPI image - so it's not easy to tell from
looking at an image on a computer if the
size of the file will adequately represent
the image in a printed catalog.
A picture that is 900 pixels tall x 900
pixels wide, at 300 DPI would only be
3"x 3" printed. But at 72 DPI, the image is
almost as wide as your computer screen.
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File size
In general, anything up to 2
Megabytes is a "small" file, and anything
over 2 is a "big" file.
The number of pixels is what makes
up the file size, so you can figure that a
(memory) big image should have more
pixels.
A 72 DPI image for your website
should be less than 150 Kilobytes, but the
same image at 300 DPI for a gallery or
brochure should be 1.5 Megabytes.

File Format
JPEG, GIF and PNG are common web
formats because they are compressed and
require less memory.
JPEG was designed to allow images
to be transmitted digitally. It is a lossy
format, like MP3s for music. GIF and
PNG are also lossy.
RAW and TIFF are lossless, so they
contain a lot more information, and
colors aren't shunted into one color or
another, but allowed the full range. A
RAW file might be 25 Megabytes.

The Question of Compression
Lots of you will have files that are too
big, rather than too small. To “optimize”
your files, you need an image optimizer
or compression tool. These tools are built
into Photoshop, but can also be found
for free by searching “Image Optimizer”
on Google. They reduce the amount of
information in the image. (As always,
beware of hacker sites.)
For show submissions, you usually
get a request for something like a “4 x 6",
300 dpi image.” An optimizer allows you
to set the dimension (4 x 6) and resolution
(300dpi). There is no other easy way to
do this!
If you have any questions, you can
e-mail me at nicolasfox72@gmail.com,
and I’ll try to help.
* Ed. Note: This is the correct resolution
for the ASMA News & Journal

Congratulations
to all those selected for the
ASMA West Exhibition at the
Channel Islands Maritime
Museum in Oxnard, CA
Robert Akers
Richard Allison
Liz Armstrong
Ralph N. Bladt
Joey Blazek
Cathy Boyer
Larry Cannon
Sheri Farabaugh
Greg Freedman
Nicholas Fox
Louis Stephen Gadal
Anne Brodie Hill
Ray Hunter
Brent Jensen
Nam Soon Kim
Wilford Maller
Kirk McBride
Ann H. Mohnkern
Val Sandell
Robert Semler
Jerry Smith
Barbara Tapp
John David Taylor
Karol Wykoff
Fellows
David Bareford
Peter Egeli
Leonard Mizerek
CW Mundy
Charles Raskob Robinson
Kim Shaklee
John Stobart
Jurors in the Exhibition
Lisa Egeli
Paul Mullally
Carolyn Hesse-Lowe
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PREMIER MEDIA SPONSORS for the 2017 National Marine Art Conference

NMAC Program - October 18-22, 2017 - Mystic, CT
Wednesday, October 18, 2017
3:30 - 5:30 p.m.
Registration & Happy Hour at the Harbour House Bar & Patio at our host
hotel - the Inn at Mystic – Come join us and pick up your packet a tour casual
Meet and Greet !

5:30 - 8:30 p.m.

Haley Mansion Event area – Inn at Mystic grounds
A special conference kick off dinner on Wednesday evening! There will
be a Buffet style Pasta Station feature 3 pasta dishes: Chicken Alfredo
with Spinach and Fire Roasted Tomatoes, Tortellini Marinara with Basil
Ricotta and Fresh Mozzarella, and Penne a la Vodka. Dinner includes a
Garden Salad, warm rolls with whipped Butter, and Desserts served
with Coffee or Tea. Cash bar. Dinner cost: $35.00

Thursday, October 19, 2017
9:15- 9:30 a.m.

Welcome and introductions for the 2017 NMAC

9:30 -11:30 a.m.

place.

CW Mundy will share his prize techniques of
painting from an upside down image of a
nautical scene. “The brain does not
acknowledge the realistic qualities of the
nautical image; it becomes an abstract of form,
shape, color, value and edges. It helps the artist
to keep out what shouldn’t be there in the first

1:00 – 2:45 p.m.
Don Demers will be doing a painting
demonstration at the Mansion as well.
“Conception and Development of a
Marine Painting”. He will be laying in a
marine vessel in the painting during his
demo.
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3:00-4:00 p.m.

Signature Member Scott Penegar will give
an intriguing demonstration on stone
carving, and will be showing three different
phases in the creative process.

4:30 – 6:00 p.m.
Thursday afternoon, we will have an opportunity for the first 95
registrants to take a special hour and a half Mystic Sunset/Lighthouse
Cruise to Morgan Point, Latimer Reef and North Dumpling lighthouse
out of Mystic on a historic boat; Patience or Prudence.
Many thanks to ASMA member Joyce Harvey for arranging this
special event! Special thanks to Captain Jonathan R. Wilkes from
Mystic Harbor Cruises for being so generous to make this cruise
possible for our conference attendees. Cruise fee:$ 15.00

Friday, October 20, 2017
9:00 – 11:00 a.m.

Friday morning, David Bareford, Chris Blossom, William Davis, Don Demers, Lisa Egeli, Len
Mizerek, CW Mundy, Len Tantillo, Sergio Roffo and others will simultaneous participate in a Plein Air
paint out, where conference attendees can walk about to see the various techniques used by the
Fellows. Weather permitting, the Paint out will take place on the grounds at Mystic Seaport.
Should the weather be inclement, it will be held in the Haley Mansion covered event area.
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11:00 -12:00 p.m.

“Maritime Treasures: The Collections at Mystic Seaport” Greenmanville Church, Mystic Seaport

Fred Calabretta, Curator of Collections

Mystic Seaport’s remarkable collections, established in 1929, today include
more than 1.5 million items reflecting the American maritime
experience. Fred Calabretta will provide an overview of this extraordinary
resource, highlighting some of the collection’s most unique and exceptional
artifacts and the often-dramatic stories they tell. Due to space constraints,
this lecture will be available on a first come first serve basis, limited to the
first 112 attendees who sign up.

12:00 to 1:30 p.m. - Lunch Break
1:30 to 3:00 p.m. – Haley Mansion Facility

Russell Jinishian will be highlighted in a special presentation regarding
maritime art; discussing his experiences over the course of 30+ years
regarding the gallery business & maritime art for collectors. Mr. Jinishian
is the ASMA 2017 Lifetime Achievement Award recipient for the 2nd
National Marine Art Conference.

3:00 to 3:30 p.m.
"Tips and Trick of the Trade" – ASMA members will share some special
artists tips, short-cuts and special technical information which each other in a
30 minute casual get together on the mansion grounds, patio or bar area at
the Harbour House on the hotel. Exact location to be determined on Friday.

5:00 – 7:00 p.m.

Mystic Seaport Museum Reception for the ASMA 17th
National Exhibition
This special reception will give Patrons the opportunity to
meet many of the ASMA Members and their guests at the
Rudolph Schaefer Gallery from 5 to 7 p.m.

7:15 – 10:00 p.m.

Friday Evening Dinner and ASMA artist’s slide show
Dinner will be served Buffet style, consisting of a Garden Salad with Two Dressings, Rolls & Butter, Herb
Crusted Chicken with Pan Gravy and Buttermilk Mashed
Potatoes, Baked Cod with Cracker Crust and Rice Pilaf,
Seasonal Vegetable Medley, Chef’s Selected Desserts with
Coffee, Decaffeinated Coffee, Fine Tea Assortment, or Soft
Drinks. Cash Bar. Dinner cost: $ 45.00 per person
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Saturday, October 21, 2017
9:00.-10:00 a.m.
ASMA will hold the annual general meeting for the Society in the tented
area at Haley Mansion at the hotel. Following the meeting, we will move
to the harbor area of beautiful Stonington, CT, where we will host the
day’s activities at the La Grua Center, a charming stone building along
the waterfront.

11:00-12:00 p.m.

Loretta Krupinski will give a great presentation on painting historic
subjects in Maine, whose history spans more than
400 years when early explorers set up cod fishing
outposts along the coast. Loretta will talk about
her process of seeking out historical black and
white photos, research, references and a guiding
hand from a few “Old Salts.”

12:00 to 1 p.m. – Lunch Break
1:00- 2:30 p.m.
Russ Kramer, Past President will do a live
painting demonstration on the importance of
having sound drawing reference for
composing a great painting.

Saturday, October 21, 2017
2:45 – 4 p.m.

ALAN GRANBY –Keynote Speech -“Seeing the Unseen: Marine Masterpieces from Private Collections”
Mr. Granby will show 100+ images of great marine art & sculpture from the two most important (and
rarely seen) collections in the country which he helped acquire.
Hyland Granby Antiques was founded in 1976 by Janice Hyland and
Alan Granby. The business specializes in buying and selling museum
quality 18th & 19th Century marine antiques such as cannons,
navigational instruments, scrimshaw, marine art / paintings by artists
such as James Buttersworth and Antonio Jacobsen, and important
19th century American ship portraitists. Hyland Granby Antiques also
specializes in maritime folk art which includes figureheads, stern
boards, carved eagles, etc. They have co-authored several largeformat books on the subject, including "Flying the Colors: THE UNSEEN
TREASURES OF 19TH CENTURY AMERICAN MARINE ART";
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6:00– 9:30 p.m.

Cocktails and Captain’s Dinner – Mystic Museum of Art, Davis Gallery
First course of: Mixed Greens with Dried Cranberries, Pepitas and
Sliced Pear Maple Balsamic Vinaigrette, Artisanal Local Breads
with Olive Oil and salted Butter. Guest will then enjoy a beautiful
catered Buffet of: Seared Pork Tenderloins Topped with Apricot
Rosemary Glace, Seafood Stuffed Sole with Lobster cream sauce,
Oven roasted Potatoes with Garlic and Rosemary, grilled roasted
vegetables drizzled with Balsamic drizzle. After the Main
course, warm Apple crisp with Cinnamon whipped cream will be
served, with Coffee or Tea. Cash Bar. Dinner cost $68.00
The 2017 ASMA Lifetime Achievement Award presentation to
Russell Jinishian will follow the dinner.

Sunday, October 22, 2017
9:15 -10:30 a.m.

ASMA Board Meeting and Bruch – Harbour House Dining Room

11:00- 1 p.m.

ASMA Invitational Marine Art Show & Sale
Lyme Art Assoc., Old Lyme, CT
Join us for a light Brunch reception featuring more
than 40 special works from selected from ASMA
members.

1:15 – 2:30 p.m.

Group tour of the Florence Griswold Museum
Some ASMA Fellows will give input on some of the
Connecticut River painters included in this beautiful
Museum collection. Cost: $ 12.00 per person

ASMA thanks our sponsors of the 2nd National Marine Art Conference!
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ASMA MAIL‐IN REGISTRATION FORM – 2017 NATIONAL MARINE ART CONFERENCE
Name: ____________________________________________________________________________
Address: __________________________________________________________________________
City: __________________________________ State: ___________ Zip code: ________________
Phone #: __________________________

E‐mail: ________________________________________

Name of Guest: _________________________________________________
Address: ______________________________________ City:_____________________ State______
ASMA and NMHS Members only – Registration fees ‐ All registrations include Mystic Seaport Pass
Registration from 6/16/17 – 8/15/17 ‐ # attending _______ x $200.00 per person $ _____________
Registration from 8/16/17 – 10/08/17 ‐ # attending _______ x $250.00 per person $ _____________
Non Members Registration fees – All registrations include Mystic Seaport Pass
Registration from 6/1/17 – 8/15/17 ‐ # attending ________ x $250.00 per person $ ______________
Registration from 8/16/17 – 10/08/17 ‐ # attending ________ x $300.00 per person $ ____________
I want to attend the Museum presentation on the Collections of Mystic Seaport Yes ____ No____
Optional Activities:
Check here for the Sunset Cruise @ $15 person (if available)_____ # attending _____ x $15 ______
Check here to attend the Florence Griswold Museum Tour_____ # attending ______ x $12 _______
Meals:
Wednesday evening kick off Pasta Dinner ‐ # attending _______ x $ 35 per person $ ____________
Friday Dinner & Member’s Art presentation ‐ # attending _______ x $45 per person $____________
Saturday Boxed Lunch – at La Grua Center in Stonington, CT – Comes with chips, cookie and water
Roast Beef/Cheddar___ Ham/Swiss___ Turkey/Provolone___ Veggie Wrap___ x $14 per pers.$_____
Saturday Captain’s Dinner & Award Presentation ‐ # attending _______x $68 per person $________
Total fees enclosed for registration, meals and activities: $ _________________________________
Send payment to: ASMA – P.O. Box 2903 – Gainesville, Ga 30503
Thanks to President and Fellow Kim Shaklee for creating this entire 2nd Annual Marine Art Conference layout and schedule of events for this issue
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Regional
Reflections

by Anne Brodie Hill
annebhill@aol.com

ASMA North
Signature member Carol Shahbaz
has volunteered to be the new ASMA
North representative! Thank you so
much,
Carol,
who has been
an ASMA Signature member since
1999. She has a great love for all living
things with a very special fondness
for anything connected to water, be it
above the water, in the water, or below
the water. Randall Higdon and Carol
organized the 2007 ASMA Regional
Exhibition at the Krasl Art Center in St. Joseph, Michigan, and
she enjoyed meeting and connecting with Midwestern ASMA
artists, like Michael Blaser and Jim Griffins.
Since 2007, the map of ASMA North has been re-shuffled to
include members with connections to the Great Lakes and the
St. Lawrence Seaway. Carol thinks it would be a good time for
another ASMA North Regional, and not just one venue, but
multiple venues. If you think this is a good idea, and would
be willing to help, please call Carol at 269-428-2688 or e-mail
Carol at carolshahbaz@sbcglobal.net. So, all you ASMA North
members, contact Carol and let’s get to know each other better.
Carol is highly proficient in drawing and painting (BFA from
Kendall College of Art & Design) and her preferred medium is
watercolor and egg tempera. Born and raised in Michigan, she
has sailed the Chesapeake, the Gulf of Mexico, the Channel
Islands and been swimming with dolphins. Her work can
be found in corporate and private collections. Carol believes
“there are over 93 million neat things to do in this world, and
she intends to do at least half of them.”
Carol’s personal philosophy can be found in her poem “The
Traveler” written in 1983.
“As you cross the path of life, travelling over hills and valleys,
Meeting hardships, difficulties, and the challenge of living,
Respect those you meet; share kindness equally with all
creatures,
Look for the positive of each moment,
Feel the vitality of life itself and you will never be disappointed
with your journey.”
ASMA South
Three local YMAS competitions took place in Georgia
this past Spring. The award winning students’ work will be
entered in the 2017 National YMAS Competition, with the
results announced on July 31.
The first competition was in conjunction with the Georgia
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Watercolor Society High School Senior Scholarship Exhibition,
which took place at Binders Art Supplies and Frames, Atlanta,
GA from April 1 to April 22. All paintings were watercolors,
and the jurors for awards were the ASMA South Regional
Representatives, Val Sandell, Charlie Sharpe, Bob Semler
and Anne Brodie Hill. First
Place was Amos Kang, Second
Place was Paige Short, Third
Place was Camille Scott and the
three Honorable Mention Awards
were given to Teresa Napolitano,
Brianna Martinez and Skylar
Gandy.
"Octo-Yellow" by Briana Martinez
The second YMAS competition
award winners were displayed at
the Quinlan Visual Arts Center
during the 17th ASMA National
Exhibition from April 13 to June
3. Edgar Ramos received First
Place for his acrylic painting,
“Narwhalics,” Jose Hernandez
received Second Place for his
ceramic “The Blu Octor,” Zulianna
"Norwhalics" by Edgar Ramos
Herrera received Third Place for
her watercolor “Under the Sea.”
The three Honorable Mentions
were given to Sarah Hastings
for her acrylic painting “End of
the Day,” Amy Valezquez for her
ceramic “Endless Freedom,” and
Reed Butler for his pen and ink YMAS display at the Quinlan Visual Arts Center
“Louisiana Beach.”
The third YMAS competition took place at the Carrollton
Cultural Art Center in Carrollton, GA, under the direction of
ASMA Board Member Tom Nielsen, who has been instrumental
in getting the local teachers and schools interested in ASMA
and YMAS. Seventeen excellent entries were received this year
from the two local high
schools. As in years past,
the Carrollton Cultural
Arts Center hosted
a beautiful reception
and awards ceremony
in the Galleria area on
Friday, May 5th. Awards
included First Place to
Abigail Sadler, a 10th
YMAS students, L to R; Hope Harrison (PC),
Madi Thompson (third), Ashley Henderson (second),
grader from Central
Abigail Sadler (first)
High School. Her multi
canvas triptych “Down to the River” presented a unique
dimensional effect to her riverscape. Second place went
to Ashley Henderson, third place to Madi Thomason, and
Honorable Mentions to Roger Lovelady, Emily Warren, Sara

Brooks, Seth Lasseter, and Hannah Thompson. Hope Harrison
received a Participation Certificate. All eight winners received
a special ASMA tote bag filled with art supplies and an art gift
card.
A huge “thank you” goes to the ASMA members who
helped unpack and install the 17th ASMA National Exhibition
at the Quinlan Visual Arts Center, Gainesville, GA. Debra
Nadelhoffer and husband Tom, Anne Brodie Hill and
husband Bob, and Sharon Farkas and husband Steve helped
unpack the 119 shipping boxes and crates. QVAC intern, Ethan
Price was a great help taking care of the Condition Reports.
Please see the full story and photos on page 31 in this issue
from the April 13 reception at the QVAC.
ASMA East
Submitted from Sharon Way-Howard
ASMA East Representative

AREA REPRESENTATIVES
Asma North

Connecticut, Illinois, Maine, Massachusetts, Michigan,
Minnesota, New Hampshire, Ohio, Rhode Island, Vermont,
Wisconsin, Canada and International

Carol Shabaz

carolshahbaz@sbcglobal.net

Asma East

Delaware, District of Columbia, Maryland, New Jersey,
New York, Pennsylvania, Virginia, West Virginia

Sharon Way-Howard
swayhoward@aol.com

Here in the Northeast, Spring seems very reluctant to fully
arrive. Sharon writes her report on another rainy, cool day.
However, Mike Killelea invites us to visit his web site, www.
Killeleart.com, where his recent work for an Hawaii trip can
be found. Thanks Mike!
Member “Chip” Roland E. Stevens announced that he
has been accepted into the 2017 Bucks County Plein Air
Competition from June 5 to June 11. Congrats Chip!
The Salmagundi Club, New York City, will once again host
the exhibition and acceptance reception for the 2017 Coast
Guard Artist Program (COGAP) Exhibition, consisting of 33
works by 29 artists, making this one of the service’s largest
collections in recent years. The reception takes place July 20,
and the exhibition runs from July 16 to July 28. Many ASMA
artist’s works are included in this year’s collection. Seven
of the new pieces resulted from artist travel or Coast Guard
deployments. James Consor, Daven Anderson, Louis Stephen
Gadal, Steve Lush, and Frank Gaffney and others have had
their art accepted for this 2017 COGAP Exhibition. Admiral
Charles Michel, second in command of the Coast Guard and
the first four-star Vice Commandant in Coast Guard history,
will preside at the ceremony.
The Coast Guard will have its own museum soon. The
National Coast Guard Museum is slated to open in 2022, and
is being built on the Thames River waterfront in New London,
CT. adjacent to the 1791 mooring of the Revenue Cutter ARGUS
and future homeport of the Coast Guard Cutter EAGLE.
And last, but not least, we hope to see many of you at the
ASMA Second National Marine Art Conference in Mystic,
CT from October 18-22, 2017. See information and the program
schedule in this issue on pages 18-23. Please contact Sharon
with any new information that you think our members would
enjoy hearing about.
Continued on Page 28

advisors to area representatives

Bill Schmidt

pleinairbill@aol.com

Asma South

Alabama, Georgia, Mississippi, North Carolina,
South Carolina, Tennessee

Anne Brodie Hill
annebhill@aol.com

Charles Sharpe
csharpetts@aol.com

Arkansas, Florida, Louisiana, Puerto Rico, Texas,
and the US Virgin Islands

Val Sandell
valartist@aol.com

advisor to area representatives

Robert C. Semler
robert@rcsemlerart.com

Asma West

Alaska, Arizona, California, Colorado, Hawaii, Idaho, Indiana,
Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky, Missouri, Montana, Nebraska, Nevada,
New Mexico, North Dakota, Oklahoma, Oregon,
South Dakota, Utah, Washington, Wyoming
FPO and AE

Brent Jensen

brentjensen@me.com

Dutch Mostert

dutchmostert@netscape.net

advisors to area representatives

Kim Shaklee

Jon Olson

kim@kimshaklee.com

Alan Ryall

alan@alanryall.com

jonlolson@aol.com

Austin Dwyer

aadwyer@austindwyer.com

Grant Saylor
g.saylor@comcast.net
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Regional Reports - continued from Page 27

Assorted Scuttlebutt - continued from Page 4

ASMA West
Congratulations to the artists accepted for the 2017 ASMA
West Regional Exhibition at the Channel Islands Maritime
Museum from May 8 to June 25, 2017. The opening reception
was May 11, and we thank Brent Jensen and Ray Hunter for
representing ASMA and giving welcoming speeches. Please
see page 30 for more information, a list of ASMA members in
the Exhibition, and photos from the reception. Thank you to
the jurors Paul Mullally, Lisa Egeli, and Carolyn Hesse-Low.
The accepted art may also be viewed on the ASMA web site in
the ASMA West Region section.

We have quite a few new Signature Members this time
around. Many more in one year than I can ever recall. What
does this mean? It means we continue to cull some of the
finest marine artists out there. If you have not thought about
applying for Signature status, now is the time to prepare for the
next submission date in 2018. Don't think you're good enough?
Hey, I know a lot of Regular Members who create stunning art.
Now's your chance to use ASMA's initials on your art. Go for
it!!! Being a Signature Member does have it's rewards.
And if you haven't had the opportunity to see the 17th
National Exhibition in person, you still have two more chances.
The show opens at the Minnesota Marine Art Museum,
Winona, MN, on June 22nd and runs through September
23rd. Like the Quinlan, Minnesota has also hosted one of our
Regionals. Word gets around...these folks like our art.
Then the show travels to Mystic, CT for the final venue,
opening during our 2nd National Marine Art Conference on
October 14th, winding up on January 26th, 2018. The catalogs
are nice, but seeing the art in person is always a whole new
experience.
I remember going to the Corcoran Gallery of Art in
Washington, DC, many years ago to see a Norman Rockwell
exhibition. One of my favorite Rockwell canvases is "The
Art Critic", showing a young art student examining an Old
Masters painting, with his easel & palette on one arm. It was
my surprise to find out why the paint on the palette looked
so real in the books. The paint was ACTUALLY piled on the
palette just as in real life. Something you only see looking at
the original. Go see the 17th before it closes. You'll be glad you
did! Until the FALL issue...Cheers and Fair Winds!

2017 National
Marine Art Conference
October 19th - October 22nd
Mystic, Connecticut

Additional information including
scheduled events, plein air
painting sessions and much more
in the next issue of the
Spring ASMA News & Journal.
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Welcome
Aboard
Introducing Our Newest Signature Members
by Michael Blaser, ASMA

Brian Stewart
I am pleased to have met Brian Stewart at the Minnesota Marine
Arts Gallery on many occasions. Until writing this article, I had no
idea just how many things Brian has accomplished with his career.
As well as being elevated to signature status in the
ASMA he is also a signature member with the Plein
Aire Painters of America.
Brian was raised in Southern California and his
blue ribbon creative training began with the Art Center
of Los Angeles. From there he trained at Atelier’s
Lack and LeSueur in Minnesota where he took up
permanent residence in St Paul. As is pretty much
the pattern with art professionals
who are also raising a family Brian
became an Art Director. In this
capacity he was able to oversee
the creativity of any number of
fine illustrators.
Each year from 1990 to the
present day Brian has been invited
to Catalina Island by the Plein Air
"A Home in China" • 8" x 10" • Oil on Canvas
Painters of America. The “Wet
Painting Show Format” was first put into practice on Catalina by the
Society. The concept is to spend a week on the island and complete at
least six paintings that are sold at a Gala event at the Avalon (Wrigley)
Casino on the last night. The Casino Ballroom is one of the most
elegant venues in the country. The event has become overwhelming
in popularity and crowds of well-heeled collectors elbow each
other to have first choice at these “wet” paintings. He has painted
extensively
in
Europe, won best
of show awards,
done a movie
short,
worked
out of a studio
van from coast
to coast. He has
served as Juror and
Lecturer, been the
subject for TV and
online interviews.
Most recently he
"River of Industry, 1905" • 12" x 16" • Oil on Canvas
has released an
instructional video and written a book on Plein Air Painting. Here’s
an interesting guy to be around and quite an asset to ASMA.

Marilyn Wear

Transparent watercolor is the toughest medium (my
opinion). The artist must design and assemble the entire
painting in the mind’s eye before picking up a brush. Marilyn
Wear is a native of the San Francisco Bay Area and she excels in
this most difficult of mediums. It must be the result of living in
a competitive environment. Her creative talents are a product
of San Jose State University with a Bachelor of
Arts Degree. After graduating she worked as
an advertising artist and illustrator until 2003.
Artists often dream of being on their own and
the disciplines required in illustration and
graphic design are also excellent training for the
demanding world of fine art. While the leading
artists in our genre advise against entering
competitions where some jury declares a winner. Marilyn has
taken this risk and wound up with enough credits and cash
prizes to fill a whole career. When I spoke with her she was
most excited about having her "On the
Rocks" watercolor painting of a Green
Sea turtle selected for this summer’s
exhibition at the Wildlife Treasures
show at the Nature in Art museum in
Gloucester, U. K..
On her website, www.marilynwear.
com the viewer finds a whole host of
subject matter that displays her talent.
The painting of the Channel Marker
titled "Harbor Guardians" is just
"Harbor Guardians" • Watercolor
remarkably fine. Her many paintings
of tumbling cascades in the High Sierras are all works I
would consider buying for my own collection. They are really
affordable and an investment bargain for that sort of collector.
It must be said that she can paint in oils & acrylics as well.
I look forward to seeing her exhibit with the ASMA
National events. The dramatic use of light, color and design
in her paintings will draw the viewers gaze just like she plans
it. Marilyn divides her time between her permanent home
in Turlock, about a hundred miles South of Sacramento in
California’s Central Valley, and the Beaches of Hawaii. She
does what she loves and does it very well indeed.

"High Sierra Sparkle" • Watercolor
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ASMA West Regional Exhibition
Opening Night - Channel Islands Maritime Museum
Oxnard, California
The exterior of the beautiful Channel Islands Maritime Museum

Thanks to Ray and Patti Hunter for the photographs
Kate Crouse, Curator of the Channel Islands Maritime
Museum expressed excitement for the ASMA West event
taking place at their location. Over 150 people attended the
opening night event with 20 signing up as museum patrons.
During the artist's reception on May 11, approximately 100
people attended. This venue is ideal for a maritime association

Peter Crabbe, Ed.D., Executive Director
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to display their juried art as the entire museum displays
paintings and two dimensional art pieces. Of note is the
wooden model boat display and the Old Dutch Masters exhibit.
This exhibition included 33 juried paintings from association
members including 9 fellows.
Submitted by Brent Jensen

Brent Jensen speaks to the opening crowd

John David Taylor, Greg Freedman, Louis Stephen Gadal,
Larry Cannon, Brent Jensen

Brent Jensen with his painting

Louis Stephen Gadal with his painting

Larry Cannon with his painting

Ray Hunter with his painting

Kate Crouse, Curator

John David Taylor with his painting
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ASMA 17th National Exhibition
Opening Night - Quinlan Visual Arts Center
Gainesville, GA
The main gallery at the Quinlan Visual Arts Center. The exhibition was beautifully displayed and lighted

Thanks to Paula Linder, Assistant Director for the Quinlan; Anne Brodie Hill and Robert Semler for the photographs

Past President Robert Semler speaks to the crowd on the history of ASMA

Vice President Anne Brodie Hill speaks about the exhibition and the YMAS program

Signature Member Debra Nadelhoffer with her painting

VP Anne Brodie Hill announces the YMAS students with Bob Semler, Debra Nadelhoffer & Tom Nielsen

Paul Straquadine, Fredrix Art Supply & YMAS student Edgar Ramos

One wall of the beautifully displayed and lighted exhibit before the crowd arrives

www.americansocietyofmarineartists.com
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STILL Available
17th National Exhibition

COLOR
CATALOG
140 full-color pages of every work in the Exhibition, with
descriptive text from the artists, illuminating their inspirations
and methods.
8 -1/2" x 11" perfect bound soft cover edition.

Special Member's Price

2295

$
Shipping:

Each + S & H

U.S: 1 copy add $8; 2 add $10; 3 copies add $12; 4-10 add $16
Canada: add $30.00 (depending on quantities - email for quote*)
International: add $35.00; (depending on quantities - email for quote*)
* annebhill@aol.com

Members:
If paying by check, please make out to "ASMA" (Drawn on a US Bank Account) for
$22.95 for one copy plus $8.00 shipping and handling, and please include your
name, shipping address, phone number and email with your check. See above costs
if ordering more than one copy."

If paying by check, please make
payable to

"ASMA"
and mail to:

ASMA 17th National
Color Catalog
P.O. Box 2903
Gainesville, GA 30503

Digital and typographical requirements for the ASMA News & Journal
Shown below are the specifications required for both digital and scanned photographs submitted for publication and also
the requirements for written articles. Text requirements have been pretty much resolved regarding PC and Mac computer
system compatibility. However, there is a real concern over photographs submitted. Hopefully this will explain what is
required when anything is submitted to the N&J for consideration.
First and most important: The ASMA News & Journal is assembled and edited utilizing a Mac computer operating and
scanning system. Some PC software is not compatible. The publication is produced with Adobe InDesign software.

Specs:

Images: All images submitted should be • 300 dpi resolution (print image specs) • JPG format • RGB color and
approximately 4" x 6" (1200 x 1800 pixels) in size, unless otherwise requested. Members using camera images, and cannot
obtain a setting of 300 dpi, (standard cameras use 72 web resolution) should send the largest size the camera will allow.
Most cameras today allow for adjusting sizes. Members using Adobe Photoshop should be able to adjust those images,
but if not I can, as long as they are large enough. Large images can be downsized but small images cannot be enlarged.
Images may be emailed in single or multiple mailings as long as each mailing does not exceed 10MB of memory.
Articles: All articles and written material should be sent in one of two formats... Microsoft Word or plain text. They
should be written in paragraph form with no fancy formatting, such as tabs, columns, double spacing, etc. I format
articles to the specifications of my InDesign template. Having fancy formats submitted only adds considerable time
and effort for me to "undo" them first and then re-format them for my templates.
PDFs: Those members who are capable of producing professional PDF format documents may send them, however,
they must be press quality so that they may be adjusted for size and print. If submitting PDFs they will also be
subject to approval before acceptance is assured so that they may be resized as needed.
Any questions and/or material may be sent to your editor at: robert@rcsemlerart.com. And please adhere to deadlines.
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